PLACES IN PERIL NOMINATION FORM

Is there an irreplaceable historic building or site in your area that is threatened by demolition or neglect? This is your opportunity to help save it! Places in Peril, a joint program of the Alabama Trust for Historic Preservation and the Alabama Historical Commission, annually recognizes Alabama’s most endangered historic resources. Each submission will be evaluated for its significance and threat.

Please provide clear photographs of the site. Nominations will not be considered without at least one visual representation. **Deadline for nominations: March 31.**

Email to: Alabama Trust for Historic Preservation alabamatrust@athp.org

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________
City/Zip Code/ County: ______________________________________________________
Ownership: ▶ Public ▶ Private ▶ Unknown
Designation: ▶ National Register ▶ State / Local Designation ▶ District ▶ Unknown

NOMINATOR INFORMATION

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________ Email: ___________________________

Name and contact information of other local contacts/nonprofit organizations that support the nomination, including daytime phone and email:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

**On a separate page, briefly answer the following questions:**

Why is the site significant? Is it significant for its architecture or history? What makes it unique or different? Provide a brief history of the site and tell us why it is threatened.

▶ poor condition ▶ improper development ▶ proposed demolition ▶ lack of funding ▶ abandoned ▶ Lack of visibility (off the beaten path)

How imminent is the threat? Who owns the property and what is their attitude towards preserving it? Provide owner contact information, if known.

How well known is the site? Is it private property or open to the public?